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Re-becoming the Will of God
Discourse — December 29, 2021

This Conference Christmastide in Camelot is an upper
room communion with El Morya, the Chohan of the Will of God,
and his Twin Flame, the Goddess of Light. The symbol of the
Diamond Heart represents the Will of God flowing from God’s
Heart, with each facet signifying the God Reality of the Will
of God. This Will is behind the consistency of the observable
laws of nature. Understanding the Individuality of your own
I AM Presence will give you greater understanding of the Will of
God. Your Presence always exercises free will in its attunement
and at-one-ment with the Will of The One, the Will of God. In
surrendering to God’s Will, you are not surrendering to something
outside yourself, but are identifying with your True Identity and its
Will. Your will and the Will of your Presence must “re-become”
and return to their original oneness. When you can enforce God’s
Will as a Necessity on your four lower bodies and are above all
temptation to misuse that Power, your Presence may use you to
exercise its Dominion over Creation. Let the Will of your Presence
through your Heart Flame re-become one with your free will
consciously exerted through you!
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Commune and Rejoice with the Goddess of Light
and El Morya
El Morya — December 29, 2021

El Morya and the Goddess of Light welcome you to
Camelot, their Retreat, during this conference and Acropolis to
celebrate the Christmastide and embrace Cosmic Law. First and
foremost, they desire to celebrate with you the Radiance of your
own I AM Presence! This cycle affords you the opportunity to truly
know who you are and to attain the ability to take hold of your
life! To grasp those areas that are not rising to the Christ Vibration
and change the course, change the vibration, change the thought
pattern, and change the activity! There is great Joy in realizing
that you can become God Victorious over all areas of your life.
When you took your vow to be a Torch Bearer of The Temple of
The Presence, the Ascended Masters made a solemn vow to you in
return: they would always stand with you! No matter what seemed
to be so challenging, they would assist you in overcoming and
being God Victorious! Being in attendance to their Flame, their
Momentum, and the Teachings of the I AM and the understanding
and the fulfillment of what you can accomplish here and now is so
very important. You should not put off to another day what you can
be God Victorious with here and now!

Discard the Old Shadows and Become as a Little Child

Discourse — December 30, 2021
You have to part company with the ways of this world if
you wish permanent association with the Ascended Masters. Shake
yourself free of everything that would pull your consciousness
down. Transmute and purify your world daily. Call home every
part of life that has passed through your Heart Flame, putting
everything into the Violet Flame. As you move through your outer
life, see yourself operating in your Christ Presence. With your
four lower bodies under the dominion of your Christ Presence,
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you now have five bodies working in unison in the White Light
Consciousness. Holding to the undivided communion with your
Presence rockets you forward on your Path. Your Crystal Cord
contains the Immaculate Consciousness, the Selfhood, of your own
I AM Presence. As you preserve that Consciousness in its Purity, it
accumulates more and more God Consciousness within your four
lower bodies. And as you safeguard that Consciousness, it will
become an armor of Purity, a Citadel of Protection, and your aura
will blend with that glorious Tube of Ascended Master Light that
your Presence sends into your world. That is when God Almighty,
the Presence of The Great I AM, will become more tangible to you.

Cleanse with the Mother Light and Become the Holy Grail

Goddess of Light — December 30, 2021
The Goddess of Light tells us that it is never too late to
clean and clear our vehicles of consciousness so that the Purity
of God’s Light can be deposited within them. Many times it
begins with your thought. Is your thought coming from the Mind
of God? Has it been refined to soar into the Buddhic Web? Make
the election in this incarnation to unwind all the negativity that
may have been poured into your consciousness, being, and entire
extended world by using the Violet Flame, by calling forth the pure
White Light of the Sword Excalibur, and by invoking the Emerald
Ray to cleave asunder the Real from the unreal by the Diamond
Shield and Sword. So purify your lifestream that the Mind of God
charts your course daily in Divine Wisdom, and make room for the
transfer of the Power and the Will of God to fill your emotional
body. Then you will no longer have a tug of war within your
vehicles struggling against your very best Self, your mind forever
arguing with your Heart. Be the little child in Purity! Let that Purity
stay with you all your days! For that is where the Kingdom of God
resides.
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The Camelot Christmas Tree,
Adorned with Ascended Master Momentum

El Morya — December 30, 2021
El Morya welcomes you to the Great Hall of his Retreat,
where stands the magnificent Christmas Tree of Camelot, symbolic
of the Christ Light. This Tree reaches to the Great Central Sun and
is adorned with exquisite ornaments signifying the Attainment and
Mastery of each Ascended Master who has placed them there. As
you etch these ornaments in your mind’s eye, you feel the Charge
and connection with these Ascended Masters. El Morya describes
several ornaments: a Golden Sphere bedazzled by Diamonds from
Mighty Victory; a White Orb streaming forth a Pillar of White Light
moving into the Pink Flame of God’s Love; an Emerald Obelisk
reminding you of your Third Eye; a Ruby Heart representing the
Ruby Fire upon your Heart’s Altar; a Sixth Ray Star with a Gold
center and Purple Rays radiating assistance to life; and a Flame of
Violet from Saint Germain reminding you that the Violet Flame
may daily transmute your karmic records if you invoke it. And at
the treetop sits a Star magnifying the Light of the Secret Love Star.
This Tree can be visualized daily, fed by the Flames of the Ascended
and Cosmic Beings and The One God. Consciously holding fast
to this Retreat experience is an important part of this Initiation.

The Standard of Conduct Necessary for the Thread of Contact

Discourse — December 31, 2021
The Thread of Contact is similar to your Crystal Cord,
except that it is an open two-way flow of Light from the Ascended
Master’s world into yours and from your world into the Master’s
world. If you wish to hold open the doorway of consciousness to an
Ascended Master, make yourself useful to that Master in their World
Service. Service to The Temple of The Presence is an opportunity
to begin a spiritual career of alliance with and allegiance to the
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Brotherhood of Light. You may receive assignments from them.
Your heart must be willing to serve where needed. You must have
a loving heart, and giving your Decrees is perhaps the greatest way
you can give back for the Blessings you have received. Always
put your own Mighty I AM Presence first. The more you forge
that oneness with your Presence, the more you free the Ascended
Masters to come closer to you. Maintain your undivided focus on
your own Presence. Have a scrupulous attention to detail, of every
nuance of how you qualify your thought, feeling, attention, and the
exercise of your free will. Make your outer free will and the Inner
Will of your I AM Presence one. And call for the intercession and
wise tutelage of your Ascended Master Sponsors.

Our Dispensation of the Violet Flame River
to Transmute the Earth

Arcturus & Victoria — December 31, 2021
The Elohim Arcturus and Victoria deliver their
Dispensation of the Violet Flame River once more in full active
mode covering the entire Earth and transmuting as much as
possible here and now! El Morya and the Great Divine Director
petitioned their Flames to come forth so that your Individual I AM
Presence may be God Victorious as the incarnate Christ and for
the Earth itself to be God Free! For this is one of those cycles in
which there is a more than ordinary Release of Light that must
manifest from the Heart of Elohim and the Heart of The One so
there can be a greater portion of the Light of the I AM Presence
realized within the Hearts of the Sons and Daughters of God.
The message this day is that you must continue to strive! For the
Elemental Forces of Nature require your assistance in holding the
balance by your Invocations to the Violet Flame. Know that the
Violet Flame River is close at hand, coursing through the very
atmosphere in which you reside. If you call it forth, it will enter
into your physical, emotional, mental, and memory bodies. And
the effervescence of that Joy Flame will lift you into Freedom!
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2022 Thoughtform:
Love, Faith, Hope, God in Letters of Emblazoned Gold

Lord Gautama — December 31, 2021
On this New Year’s Eve, Lord Gautama reminds you to
look to the Flame upon the Altar of your Heart to draw forth all
you require. For in knowing intimately this glorious Flame that you
are, you know the Presence of God that abides within your I AM
Presence! Place your attention upon the Flame of God and follow
that Flame into the Electronic Body of your I AM Presence to win
your Victory over all limitations of the outer life. And as your Heart
resonates through your vehicles as One Body Consciousness of
your Holy Christ Presence, you realize that you are One in the
Presence of God with all Life! The more you recognize the Flame of
God, the simpler it becomes to make the right decisions. Gautama
reveals the Thoughtform for 2022: a Scroll with Emblazoned
Letters of Gold spelling out four words: Love, Faith, Hope, and
God. These Emblazoned Letters are not static, but carry a Charge
of Light. And as that reminder goes out across the world, it will
bring about a shift in God Consciousness that elevates mankind.
And by the Grace, Love, Will, Purity, and Wisdom of God, there
will be a Golden Age!

Use Your Free Will to Elect the Will of God!

Discourse — January 1, 2022
Every step on your Path has always involved freewill
election. The Incarnation is the freewill election of the Godhead
Charioteer of your I AM Presence. After your Ascension, you will
freely elect your Path of Service as an Ascended Being. Your life
now is a series of qualifications of your free will. Every minute
you are making decisions, especially regarding how you use the
Crystal Cord Light, Life, and Love that your I AM Presence offers
you moment-by-moment. The limitations of your present life are
the sum total accumulation and pressure of the ways you have
misqualified your free will choices in the past. When you use the
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Violet Flame to transmute that karma, you are using fresh new
life combined with your illumined free will to undo your past
misqualified free will sowings. And when you make that Will of
your Presence your will in oneness, reuniting your will with the
Will of your Presence, that Will takes dominion over your four
lower bodies. And everything else will obey as well! In identifying
and aligning your free will with the Will of your Presence, you
forge an alliance with the greatest Power in all Reality — the Will
of your Individual Mighty I AM Presence!

The Intonation of the Voice of the Will of God

Goddess of Light — January 1, 2022
The Goddess of Light reveals the importance of grasping
the significance of the closeness of your own Mighty I AM Presence
in your life. For your Presence is the Voice you are to follow! The
lesson you have been learning since your first incarnation is how
to hear that Voice and how to follow that Will of your Presence.
And that Voice of God is where you must gain your mastery over
the elements! To understand how to manifest your attainment and
mastery, you must first have sufficient Purity to hold fast to the still
small Voice that utters “I AM.” Learn how to still the voices within
your mental, emotional, and physical bodies. Have patience and
a desire for God. The Goddess of Light has given you the same
Sword Excalibur that she presented to El Morya as King Arthur.
Internalizing the Teaching within that Thoughtform of Excalibur
will allow you to manifest the Will of God! The Goddess of Light
calls for the replaying of The Voice by the singing group Celtic
Women, for it contains the patterns of rhythm, Momentum, and
melody fabricated in Akasha. You can crystallize that Charge and
know what you must accomplish here and now — beginning with
the Voice of your I AM Presence!
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Re-Become the Consciousness and Activity of the Will of God

El Morya — January 2, 2022
The Will of God within the Mighty I AM Presence begins
with The One and comes forth with all the Momentums and God
Consciousness of Perfection and Purity of millenniums of cycles.
Your own God Presence knows intimately the desiring of The One
and that Desire is written upon your Heart. When your activities and
intentions are not in alignment with that Desire, you squander the
precious energy intended not only for you but for the Earth as well.
There must be the constant conviction that the Will of God will come
forth at the hour determined by the Presence. Imagine living under
the canopy of the I AM Presence ready to respond on the instant to
the Desire of the Mighty I AM upon your Heart Flame. Knowing the
Truth of your Identity as the Mighty I AM Presence, you can now take
command and gain your mastery.

Your Communion with the Luminaries
of the Secret Love Star This Week

Sanat Kumara — January 2, 2022
All of the Luminaries of the Secret Love Star stand in
Full Array to welcome you in consciousness into the Fullness of
Communion with them. They shine forth the Light as a Beacon
of The One you can hold fast to and draw upon for all of the
Necessities of Life and Momentums of Purity, God Love, and
God Dominion that must flourish through your Heart Flame. The
Threefold Flame of your Heart is in constant motion and is to
encompass all of your bodies into a whirling action of God Good.
You can then draw upon the Threefold Actions your Presence
desires to play upon through you. And you discover a Newness
of Life, of Joy and excitement, for only by the Hand of God could
such Activity come forth. As this becomes active in your life, you
have access to the expanded Consciousness of the Mind of God
and are able eventually to raise your vibration into your Mighty
I AM Presence and be God Victorious in the Light!
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Acropolis Sophia

Understanding Divine Will Requires an Understanding of
God Consciousness

Discourse — January 3, 2022
Understand the Nature of God’s Divine Will, not only at
the highest levels of God Consciousness of The Great I AM, but
also at the level of your Beloved Mighty I AM Presence. Human
will is powered by the Life of your Crystal Cord through your
four lower bodies. By your conscious invitation you are able to
reunite your outer will with the Will of your Individual Presence.
Your I AM Presence, through Divine Will, is able to reassert God
Control over your memories, mind, feelings, and physical form.
To understand Divine Will, there must be an understanding of God
Consciousness. When The Great I AM willed the God Flames to
come forth, out of which flows two Twin Rays, Individual Focuses
were created which have freedom of Will and Self Conscious
Awareness. These Twin Rays act independently from each other,
yet in conformity with the Absolute Will of God. When you cease
to create a gulf between your will and the Will of your I AM
Presence, you will be an instrument of Divine Will.
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Let the Charge of Light Carry You into Greater Communion
Maha Chohan — January 3, 2022

The Maha Chohan uses a musical meditation to guide
you in drawing upon the great sweeping Momentum of the Divine
Currents of Okeanos. This activity will assist you to bring to the fore
all of the Attributes your God Presence desires for you to manifest.
Your God Presence can draw upon any of the Great Currents set
in motion by Cosmic Beings, so by the power of your Invocations
through your Heart Flame, you can summon the Cosmic Light of
God. This Charge of Light of these Divine Currents is “willing”
you to commune at a higher level as you receive the clarity of
consciousness of that Will and feel the pressure of the Universal
Will of God. Understand what it means to have Illumination’s
Flame fill your consciousness and have the Charge of the Mind
of God direct Intelligence into your activities. This mode of
expression will allow you to receive a great Charge of Light daily
that will lift your Vibration into a greater Communion with your
Mighty I AM Presence. The Maha Chohan invites you to call upon
him for assistance when a block in your consciousness is holding
you back.

Absolute God Consciousness is Supra-Knowing, Willing, and Loving

Discourse — January 4, 2022
The Absolute God Consciousness is present in The
Great I AM and down through all the levels of God’s Kingdom,
including Coming-to-Be. This Absolute God Consciousness
represents Divine Providence and has three modes of expression:
Supra-Knowing, which is wakefulness and Absolute Intelligence;
Supra-Willing, which is Freedom and volition; and Supra-Loving,
which is the givingness of the Self of The Good and The One.
These three impulses motivate each other and operate within the
overall framework of The One. The Great God Flames, the two
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Twin Rays, and the Individual Mighty I AM Presences know
themselves to be the Self-Consciousness of the Will of God. And
when the Individual Mighty I AM Presences create at their level
and exert their Free Will, the Great Central Sun, as well as the Will
within the physical world, must of Necessity respond. They must
respond because it is the same One Will of God.

“I AM a Breath Away!” Just as Quickly as You Utter My Name
El Morya — January 4, 2022
El Morya reminds you, “I AM a breath away!” Just
as quickly as you give the call, you have forged the pathway
of your communion with Him. You are never alone. You, as an
initiate on the Path, have chosen to be responsive to the Will of
God. You have willed your vehicles to receive God Direction,
achieving Listening Grace and the Victory. For there does come
that point in the initiatic process when you must be able to stand
in your own Light and chart your Destiny. Because you have
grasped the ability to use the throat chakra, you have the ability
to move mountains of adversity to assist God in Life. Life in
the lower vehicles is a necessity for your lifestream so that you
have the ability to test yourself. It is the opportunity for the
Threefold Flame to send forth a Charge of God Consciousness
that reveals a direction for you to follow. In following that
direction, you amass all of the talents you need to manifest what
has been directed. Truly know that the foundation of your life
is the building of the Divine Momentum of a coil of Light that
will carry you into the Victory of the Ascension!
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Your Presence Can Ensoul All Things with Itself

Discourse — January 4, 2022
Just as the incoming tides regularly meet the land, the Mighty
I AM Presences, including your own, fill all things of the Earth
with Themselves. You can experience indescribable Peace and
Joy when your Presence performs this service for you. The word
ensouling captures this Activity ― it is a pouring forth of the very
Essence of the Being of the Mighty I AM Presence, filling things to
out-picture God Perfection. When this occurs, every person, place,
condition, or thing, past, present, or future is enveloped from within
out and held so that God is everywhere in Action. Saint Germain
tells us: When you acknowledge and feel the tangibility of your
own Presence, that connection releases the Limitless Power of the
Presence into your outer use. If your outer faculties are obedient
to God’s Will, you are then able to let this tremendous Power flow
through you. So that is the vow that you make. You insist that the
Mighty I AM Presence is always in Action, and you say to all outer
appearances, “You have no power,” thereby letting the Presence
take charge.

You Have the Authority to Initiate the Goodness of God

Elohim Surya — January 4, 2022
The Elohim of Akasha, Surya, imparts to you the White
Fire at the core of all that comes forth out of God, allowing you
to establish a Pillar of Fire, so as the Will of God is shown to
you, there is the Divine Momentum that you can count on. Right
where you are in the core of your Being is the Flame of God. You
have within that Flame the ability to conduct and expand your life
according to the Divine Outpouring of your Presence and the very
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Goodness of God. One purpose for the emphasis on the conscious
Momentum of the Will of God at this time is so you can activate
your will that is required to bring forth greater attainment and
mastery to manifest the Golden Age. The Light that shines forth
from your God Flame illumines the pathway for you to follow,
that which is the right direction of the Will of God. That is how
you create a world in which the very Presence of God resides. That
is how the Will of God comes forth to establish its own Divine
Destiny and cycles of God Good in the Earth!

How to Keep the Sapphire Dream Alive

Discourse — January 5, 2022
First and foremost, the Sapphire Dream is the vision of
you as the Ascended Master. You gave this Decree as a Cosmic Fiat
when first incarnating and it stands as an Eternal Record of your
journey home to the Ascension. The second part of the Sapphire
Dream is the planning for Golden Ages by the Brotherhood of
Light so there can be associations of Sons and Daughters of God
serving and ascending together. The third part is for each of us to
maintain the Call to keep it alive and burning in the world so as
to keep the God Consciousness blazing forth across the face of the
whole Earth. But you may ask, how are we to bring this about?
You can use Jesus’ Ascension as a model which etched a record
in both the physical and Ascended Octaves, an opening door to
the outer world. Its Constancy of relentless pressure has continued
to mount up greater and greater intensity, carving new pathways
through the density of mankind’s mortal thought and feeling. As
the Ascended Masters stand at this Altar, pouring forth the Truths of
Cosmic Law®, the living currents of liquid Ascended Master Light
are forging new tunnels of Light, which become a receptacle for
the streaming Golden Helicon, the Dispensation for the Dawning
Golden Age of Saint Germain. Stand with the Brotherhood and
keep the Sapphire Dream Alive!
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The Absolute God Consciousness of The GREAT I AM

Discourse — January 5, 2022
“Absolute
God
Consciousness”
means
God
Consciousness behaving in an absolute fashion in The Great I AM
as a threefold Providence of God Knowing, God Willing, and God
Loving. This Providential Love includes the Great God Flames, all
the monadic expressions, and the Angelic and Elemental Kingdoms.
All receive that unconditional Love of God. In that supra-realm
above the Great Central Sun, the Great God Flame experiences
ongoing Oneness with the Absolute God Consciousness of The
Great I AM. Down from the Great God Flame come the free
will Individualizations with self-conscious individuality, bearing
the original Will of God — the Will of the Individual Great God
Flame expressing through the Alpha and Omega Presences of
the Twin Rays. Providence joins the Limitless Goodness of The
Good with the Oneness of The One and uses Itself as a threefold
bond of this Providential Knowing, Willing, and Loving. When an
Individualization gives the Constant Conscious Christ Command,
the Individualized Will of God acts on the Universal Will. The
Universal Will responds because it is the One Will speaking to the
One Will.

God Love Carries the God Will of Your Presence

Nada — January 5, 2022
Nada proclaims that you have the ability to manifest
more of yourself as the Presence of God than you ever thought
possible! Each day you are being trained in what it means to be in
the Presence of God Love. When you open your Heart to the Divine
Love of your Presence, you receive the Love of God in all of God’s
Kingdom. And when you understand the personal and impersonal
activity of that Love, you begin to flow with it and draw from
it. The Ray of God Love carries the God Will of your Presence.
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That Will desires you to love and be loved, to give and receive,
to flourish and expand that Love. Your Heart Flame must draw
upon your Causal Body Presence and bring it into manifestation.
Learn what to hold fast to, what to let go of, and what to nourish
and expand through your lifestream. Call upon the Light of God to
release God’s Love into your being in greater measure so that you
might Love God in Life unconditionally! Call upon the Mind of
God to begin to fire the synapses of your brain so that you can have
the Patterns of God’s Mind refine your thought processes.

I Seal You in the Consciousness of the Sapphire Dream

Great Divine Director — January 5, 2022
The Great Divine Director, your Champion of the
Sapphire Dream, assists you in bringing forth all that the Christ
Light desires to bestow upon your present incarnation. He holds
the balance and the God Direction for you and vast numbers of
lifewaves that are to come forth into Incarnation. They are guarded
well, just as your own Heart Flame is guarded. You have within
you the ability to draw upon the Allness of God as the Divine
Will, allowing for the transfer of God Power to hold your own.
When you can give the Authority of your lifestream to your God
Presence daily and keep that Flame burning brightly, you will have
the pressure of Light of the Entire Spirit of the Brotherhood of
Light flowing into your world! When the Heart Flame begins to
swirl round about your four lower bodies and holds you in that
firm embrace of the Presence of God, you will know that all is well.
That is why the Manus hold their consciousness firmly fixed upon
all of the Root Races, as it is important that the whole of mankind
have the assistance required to bring all to Fulfillment. The Great
Divine Director seals you in the Consciousness of the Sapphire
Dream.
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The Will of God Is the Will of Your Presence

Discourse — January 6, 2022
The Will of God is the Will of your Mighty I AM
Presence. Making your outer will one with the Will of God is the
only path to Freedom and the Ascension. The power of your will
can be immense, but it will not result in a Victory unless that will
is one with the greater Will of the God Presence. The individual
having free will must consciously, with full determination, make
the demand for positive change, while Intelligence is directing
and Love is ensouling the command. This Conscious Cosmic
Christ Command is how you direct the will of your command
to the Universal Sea of Light. At first, you will want to address
your own four lower bodies, as that is where the record of most
past misuse of free will has occurred. The Will of your own Heart
Flame will speak to the Universal Elemental Essence that contains
the Universal Will of God, and you can command those Elemental
Essences to obey. As you give your all back to your God Self
within, you will unite your will with the Will of your Mighty I AM
Presence.

A New Day in the Light of God Has Come

El Morya — January 6, 2022
The Three Kings, El Morya, Dwjal Kul, and Kuthumi,
stand in your midst to proclaim that in honor of the Flame of the
Christ they came to assist the Christ Child with their Gifts and
God Momentums. Now Ascended and fully vested with the Charge
and Command of their Attainment, they bring those same Gifts to
you today. The true Gift that they bring is the Momentum of God
Good ― God Reality as the Love, Wisdom, and Power that is to be
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accelerated within the vehicles of the incarnate Christ in all Sons
and Daughters of God. That streaming forth of the Christ Light is
the Blessing of the whole of the Fabric of God! The Three Wise
Men come today carrying the Charge of Light of Love, Wisdom,
and Power to those Heart Flames that desire to fulfill their Divine
Plan and Fiery Destiny to return Home in the Ascension in the Light.
Let that record be so etched that the hallmark of your God Presence
will keep you all your days, regardless of outer appearances. Hold
fast for a New Day in the Light of God has come!

Absolute Will Versus Universal Will

Discourse — January 7, 2022
At the level of The Great I AM and the God Flames, and
at the level of the Twin Rays, and the Individual I AM Presences,
there exists the Absolute Will of God. Here we have Individual
God Consciousness which has a free Will that always chooses the
best for Itself as it knows Itself to be The One and The Good. The
Light of The One comes through at the Lux Invictus Moment into
the Great Central Sun. In stages it unfolds downstream into the
Universal Monads of Being, Life, Mind, Soul, Desire, and Nature.
These Monads have Universal Will and a form of Universal
Intelligence. This Universal Substance is obedient to your
conscious will at all times — it is responsive to human thought and
feeling. All discord the outer self produces is stamped on the flesh
of the physical body, which causes aging. When you succeed in
mastering yourself and multiply your Crystal Cord energies, you
will find that all else in the Universe will be your willing coworker,
to accomplish whatever you will through Love. Thus, mankind has
the power to determine their own experience in life.
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Let the Will of God Be Your Home

El Morya — January 7, 2022
With daily visits to El Morya’s Retreat, you are accelerated
with a Charge of Light, allowing you to take on new Patterns and
a higher Vibration. As you make room for your Presence, you
realize it is the All-in-All of your life. You begin to learn how to
trace the Will of God within your consciousness, choosing wisely
the Patterns that you allow within the inner ear, those thoughts
that allow your mind to soar in the Patterns of God Good. When
you are attuned with the Will of God, you live a life that is joyful
and uplifting, witnessing daily the newness of Life! However, to
overcome certain limitations, you must recognize that this outer
world is not the Truth of your Identity. The next step is to open up
the avenue by which the magnificence of your God Presence can
be where you are, where it can fill you with the Love and Comfort
you need to hold fast while healing and transmutation take place.
As you stay on guard, every day is an opportunity to build upon the
momentum of the day before as you hear the words of El Morya,
“Let the striving of your Heart never cease! And let the Will of God
be your Home!”

The Magnificence of Ascended Master Light

Discourse — January 8, 2022
The Light of your Presence and Ascended Master Light
are one and the same. El Morya has said he is always close at hand,
and during this cycle you have entered into close communion with
his Heart. His purpose is always to encourage you to look to your
own Mighty I AM Presence as the answer to everything in your
life. Regardless of outer appearances, your imperative is to always
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demand and command that God is in Action everywhere and let
the Allness of God bring the fulfillment of your call. Placing your
attention upon your Presence and then calling to El Morya allows
him to assist you. This is Ascended Master Consciousness flowing
forth as Ascended Master Light, the Light necessary for you to
win your Victory. Remember that your Mighty I AM Presence is
always Victorious in everything.

I AM the Light

Goddess of Light — January 8, 2022
Anchoring the Will of God in your life will eliminate any
sense of struggle that prevents you from experiencing the Fullness
of the Coming-To-Be of your own Mighty I AM Presence that is the
unfoldment of the Light. This is the Holy Purpose of Incarnation.
Your Presence knows how you, in the Truth of your Identity, will
take command and proclaim the Presence of God where you are.
This, here and now, is the opportunity placed within you to become
the Light of the Mighty I AM Presence. At this moment you have
the ability to open your Heart and receive the Cosmic Light and
Momentum proffered for you that will transmute your karma
and re-orchestrate patterns of consciousness to bring forth Purity
and Perfection. Invoking the Light of your Presence every day is
making the affirmation I AM THAT I AM!

Your Victory Is an Eternal Record within The Great I AM

Discourse — January 9, 2022
The Old Testament tradition of the seven-year cycle
of seven Sabbaths and then the Sabbath Jubilee for the 50th
year was celebrated and held up as an example. All of the
dispensations prescribed during the Sabbath Jubilee year had to
do with forgiveness and restoration of one’s rightful inheritance.
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For Ascended Master students, this entails freeing yourself from
the attractions of the outer world, focusing your attention upon
your Mighty I AM Presence, and thus inheriting all of the gifts
your Presence would bestow upon you in preparation for your
Ascension. This Victory is already recorded within The Great
I AM and has been since before your incarnation. It can never be
erased as it is an established moment within your own Mighty
I AM Presence. It is a record of great Joy for you to meditate upon
and enter into the Will and Providential Loving of The Great I AM.

You Are a Part of the Whole of My Family

Omega — January 9, 2022
You are not merely surviving life in a foreign land. You are
becoming consciously aware of the Patterns of God available for
you to draw into your life, a life filled with the Divine Momentum
of the Presence of God weaving a Garment of Light and Momentum
entrusted to you by the very Flame of God. With the coming of
Omega, the Kundalini Fire begins to accelerate, drawing you into
the Will of God. Your Heart Flame is melding with the Heart Flame
of Omega, there for you to call upon to accelerate you into your
Victory. Your commitment to your Mighty I AM Presence draws
you into a higher Vibration that will facilitate your Ascension into
the Light. With the Attainment of Christ Consciousness, human
consciousness is banished and the Qualities of God are released
into your keeping, expanding and accelerating the Light of God
through you into the Heart of The One. That is the Great Jubilee!
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